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Planning !!
Developing !!
Reflecting !!
Overall your work is... ! !!



Key word Definition Key word Definition

Independent 
variable

Mean (average)

Dependent 
variable

Apparatus

Control variable ! Hazard

Reliable Prediction

Valid Anomalous 

Useful spellings... we will 
cover all of these 

words throughout 
this investigation...

key words......
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planning

Variable: Include range to be measured and how variables are controlled Change Measure Control

Problem: What are you trying to find out? Prediction: What is the likely outcome of this enquiry? !!!!!!
Explain your prediction using Scientific knowledge (include your sources of information): 

Remember: 
•List all variables and discuss within group 
•Only change one variable (independent 

variable) 
•Measure the dependent variable 
•All other variables must be controlled
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List the steps in your investigation (method)

Success criteria 
How will you know if your enquiry / investigation is successful? !!!!!!
Explain why you have chosen these criteria using scientific knowledge 
and understanding...

planning

Draw a diagram of your apparatus set up - use a ruler and label

Risk 
assessment / 

hazards

How will you ensure the investigation is as safe as 
possible?
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Independent Variable (Units)
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)

independent 
variable (units)

Dependent variable (units) Mean  
(1st+2nd+3rd / 3)

1st attempt 2nd attempt 3rd attempt
Do you notice any unusual (anomalous) results?

What is the pattern of your results? as you change the independent 
variable, what is the effect on the dependent variable (include data)? !!!!!
Use scientific knowledge to explain your results fully:
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developing

What is 
the advantage of 

comparing your results with 
another group?

Compare you results with another group - do their results show a similar pattern to yours? use data to 
help describe similarities / differences. 

Further work: what could you do to verify your results? how could a similar / 
different experiment be carried out?

Are your results: 
(explain how you know?) 

valid !
reliable !
accurate !
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Strategies I used Strategies that 
worked

Strategies that 
didn’t work so well

When or where else these might be used

Brain storming when planning To decide on really good ideas - inventing and being creative

Asking questions of other people - open 
questions that made them think

To find out others’ opinions and ideas to see if they are better 
than mine - debates

Success criteria and reflecting on them to make 
improvements next time

When cooking - a chef so that he will cook it better next time. 

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Scaffolded Reflection 

I understood better 
when……. 

The thing that really 
helped me today was…… 

To improve I could….. 

I could use this  
strategy when….. 

The next time  
I could…. After talking to…. 

The thing I found 
most difficult was…. 

One idea/thing I 
still don�t understand is…. 

One thing we did 
Today that made  
me realise…. After reading, I…. 
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Describe what went well in your investigation

What 
changes would you 

make to your method if you 
were to repeat this investigation?

Have 
you 

met your 
success 
criteria?

List any changes you would make to your success criteria:

Can you link what you have learned to other situations? 
familiar / unfamiliar / abstract
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What were the steps in your learning?

1.
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Did you use any strategies or tools to 
help you?

 
 
 

 When  
might  

you use  
the strategies  

again? 

 
What strategies  

did you use? 

How did you work? 
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